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 15445
15 15/32” Nominal Top Width
445 44.5” Effective Length

with Laminated Construction

Designed for efficient power transmission to the vehicle accessory, Dayco has combined raw edge construction with 
Dayco’s patented Top Cog design to ensure the top performance on vehicles and drives that still utilize V-Belts. The 
Dayco Top Cog V-Belt delivers more flexibility and increases airflow around the belt so it runs cooler and lasts longer 
than most competitive belts. Three layers of neoprene impregnated fabric resist heat, oil and grease while a specially 
formulated treatment of the polyester cord provides the strength, stability, and reliability that are required from one 
of the most innovative, top performing V-Belts for nearly 30 years.

TOP COG®

V-Belt

The Dayco Gold Label Top Cog Belt is the workhorse of the heavy duty industry and is designed to deliver extended 
life in the most demanding diesel applications. The cogs in the top of the belt deliver increased flexibility around 
small pulleys while the increased surface area results in a cooler running belt. Polyester cords within the belt provide 
maximum power transfer and tension holding capability for the life of the belt. The laminated construction in the 
Dayco Gold Label Top Cog Belt helps absorb greater shock loads associated with diesel engines.

Dayco Gold Label Top Cog Belts are available in matched sets of two or three on specific part numbers.

GOLD LABEL®
 

TOP COG®

Belt
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 2B17510
2 Number of Bands
B Banded Belt 
17 17/32” Top Width of Each Band Rib
510 51.0” Effective Length

Designed for heavy duty applications that require smaller diameter pulleys, Dayco combined the performance 
characteristics of the Dayco Gold Label Top Cog Belt with the increased flexibility obtained through bottom cog 
technology to engineer the most flexible heavy duty V-Belt available, the Dayco Gold Label Top Cog Belt with Bottom 
Cog Construction.

The raw edge construction maintains constant grip to eliminate slip and deliver maximum power on smaller diameter 
pulleys. The combination of top and bottom cogs offers extreme flexibility around smaller diameter pulleys for longer 
life. Polyester cord provides maximum tension holding capability for the life of the belt.

GOLD LABEL®
 

TOP COG®

Belt
with Bottom Cog Construction

Dayco heavy duty Banded Belts are designed for applications in which specific OE pulley design requires the use 
of two V-Belts joined together with a common backing. Dayco banded V-Belts offer the increased strength needed 
on heavy duty applications requiring a banded product. Extremely flexible, this belt bends easily over pulleys while 
providing reliability against turnover.

Please note: Not all pulleys are designed for banded belts.

Heavy Duty 
Banded Belts
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